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Réception en l’honneur de David Goldblatt 
Commandeur des Arts et des Lettres 

 
Dear David Goldblatt, it is an honor to bestow upon you the distinction of Commandeur de l’Ordre des Arts et des 

Lettres. We commend your work, your vision, and your tireless fight for a better South Africa which offers 

opportunities to all and especially to young black photographers. 

David Goldblatt is one of the most well-known South African artists both in this country and on the world stage, and 

without doubt the most acclaimed and respected South African photographer. Tonight is therefore a very special 

moment for me. 

In 1948 after matriculation he tried his hand at being a magazine photographer – which was quite unusual in South 

Africa at that time. When that did not work out, he returned to work for his father in the family men’s outfitting 

store in Randfontein, but pursued his passion in photography and studied at Wits. Through this early work 

experience, he developed an acute eye for details and composition, as well as a keen curiosity for human beings, 

their environment and social appearance. Only when his father died and he could sell the business, did he become a 

photographer and specialized in photographing for magazines, corporations and advertising agencies.  

But it is his personal work that is recognized today, in which he photographed the ordinary and the extraordinary of 

South African life. David Goldblatt says that he regards himself “as an unlicensed, self-appointed observer and critic 

of South African society which I continue to explore with the camera.” This is a very modest description for such a 

talent, as illustrated by his iconic books such as On the mines in 1973, Some Afrikaners in 1975, In Boksburg in 1982 

or The Transported of Kwa-Ndebele in 1989.  

He then took the extra step in sharing and giving opportunities to those who had few: recognizing the need to 

educate and use the arts as a powerful political tool in the struggle against Apartheid, David Goldblatt founded the 

Market Photo Workshop in 1989. In this school visual literacy and photographic skills were taught particularly to 

people disadvantaged by apartheid. From there, generations of South African talents have emerged, all thanks to 

him. 

He of course pursued photographing, continuing to tirelessly document South African people and spaces through 

changing times in books that have since become landmarks in South African photography: the 1998 opus “South 

Africa: The Structure of Things Then”, Fifty-one years in 2001, Intersections in 2005 or TJ in 2010, to name just a few.  
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The scope of his work is huge, and as any great visual artist, he has succeeded in making things visible. We can all be 

grateful to him to have made South Africa and South Africans visible, nothing less! From small “dorps” in the Karoo 

to modern day Johannesburg suburban sprawl, from white farmers in the Free State to Ndebele miners commuting 

from the homelands, from Nelson Mandela to anonymous farm and mine workers and small town civil servants. 

 

His principal exhibitions shared these iconic images of South Africa, its people and its social and natural landscapes 

all over the world, in London at the Tate Modern, the V&A and the Barbican, at the Venice Biennale, in Germany, 

Australia, the Netherlands and in the States at the Guggenheim Museum, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 

and now at the Pace MacGill Gallery in New York. In 2011 in Paris only there were two simultaneous retrospective 

exhibitions of his works, at the Fondation Henri Cartier Bresson and at the Marian Goodman Gallery. 

His work is now part of the permanent collections of museums as prestigious as the South African National Gallery in 

Cape Town, the Johannesburg Art Gallery, the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, the Museum of Modern Art in New 

York, the Getty Museum in Los Angeles, the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Tate Modern, in London. Being part 

of these permanent collections shows that curators worldwide recognize the historical importance and artistic 

integrity of his work. Through documenting the changes in South African society from Apartheid to Rhodes must Fall, 

these photographs offer more than a comprehensive overview, they offer a reflection on the forces that propel 

South Africans, a reflection that is more important today than ever. 

Finally, we are not the first ones to recognize this talent as he has been awarded numerous awards such as the Henri 

Cartier-Bresson Award, the Lucie Lifetime Achievement Award, the Infinity Lifetime Achievement Award, and the 

most prestigious of them all: the Hasselblad Award in 2006.  

But more than this fame, I would like to note that although he has won these prestigious awards and travels around 

the world for his exhibitions, David Goldblatt remains a proud South African at heart, always giving time and energy 

here: just this weekend he was part of the “Of Soul and Joy Photofest in Thokoza” where he exchanged with young 

black photographers at the Buhlebuzile Secondary School.     

On behalf of the Government of the Republic of France and by virtue of the authority vested in me, I have the 

honour and pleasure, Monsieur Goldblatt, by decree of the Ministry of Arts and communication, to bestow upon you 

the title of Commander of the Order of Arts and Literature, de vous faire Commandeur des Arts et des Lettres. 


